DATA SHEET

Clearwave Insurance Eligibility-as-a-Service
Clearwave offers the most reliable real-time eligibility verification engine on the market. Accelerate cash flow by instantly
seeing co-pay amounts and verifying primary, secondary and tertiary benefits every time the patient is touched to ensure
coverage has not lapsed. Clearwave never charges transaction fees, so you can ensure you have the latest patient benefit
information, without breaking the bank. This leads not only to a potential 90% decrease in insurance claim denials, but also
to a 65% improvement in collection rates by presenting the correct co-pay to every patient at check-in.

THE CLEARWAVE ADVANTAGE
INSTANT VERIFICATION OF BENEFITS
Eligibility is run automatically in real-time
from the scheduling of the appointment to
patient check in. Results are organized in
a consistent format and include only the
benefit data relevant to your specialty.

CHECKS EVERY PATIENT ENCOUNTER
Accelerate cash flow by instantly verifying
primary, secondary and tertiary benefits on
average 7 times per patient engagement.

CLEARWAVE DASHBOARD
The Clearwave dashboard is built with
alerts flagging data conflicts, other payers
on file, managed care information and
more. Staff can fix errors that could result
in a denied claim and you can reduce your
insurance claim denial rate up to 90%.

INCREASE STAFF PRODUCTIVITY
Free your staff from the time-consuming
tasks associated with eligibility verification
and reduce errors with greater data
accuracy, freeing your staff to work on
higher value activities.

CLEARWAVE PAYER NETWORK
Connections with over 900 payers means
instant response from over 95% of your
payers.

VSP ELIGIBILITY & AUTHORIZATION
Clearwave allows practices the ability
to verify VSP eligibility and get VSP
authorizations through our direct
connection to Eyefinity, which is verified
and displayed our standard format.
Authorizations can be pulled manually
per appointment or in batches prior to the
visit. Rules can be applied to batches to
pull materials, services, or both, and can
be set to only pull for selected providers,
appointment services, and/or appointment
locations.

ELIGIBILITY-AS-A-SERVICE
We’re here to help you solve issues such
as parsing co-pays correctly, filtering
benefit information to your specific needs
and removing unecessary data from view.
Because of the breadth of our payer
relationships, we’ll be there to help if a
connection fails.

WITH CLEARWAVE, YOU CAN:
DECREASE INSURANCE
DENIALS BY

90%

clearwave

ACCELERATE CASH
FLOW BY

65%

REDUCE STAFF
WORKLOAD BY

2X
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